
VASE

Online Juror Scoring
Juror Preview



Adjudicate Artwork:

Artwork does not have a paper form!

It has a sticker.

J.R.F. (Juror Rating Form) Sticker



J.R.F. Sticker is affixed to Student Intent & Artwork Identification Form.

At least two individuals verify the Entry ID on the JRF Sticker against 

the number on the Student Intent and Artwork Identification Form.  The 

Entry ID should show on both sticker and form. Verification takes 

place at:

You, the Juror, will also

compare the Entry ID on the
1. Sticker Station

2. Juror Area Entrance
Sticker to the Intent Form.

This is very

important if a

student has

two entries!

Online mixups

are hard to fix!



QUALIFICATIONS:  No More Stamp

With our move to Online Qualifications prior to the event, 
artwork will no longer have an "Approved" stamp.  If you 
think an artwork should have been a DQ, contact either 
the Onsite Qualifier or the Regional Director AFTER the 
interview!  Do not discuss this with the student!!! 

X



QUALIFICATIONS: Disqualification (DQ)

The Regional Director enters a DQ rating online while in 

Qualifications, prior to the event. The online form then 

changes to reflect the DQ status of the artwork.

The student goes through the interview process, and receives feedback 

through juror comments only. You may discuss the DQ, but please try 

to avoid being judgmental about the DQ status of the artwork.

○ The system will default; no rating numbers will appear.

○ No scores can be entered, but jurors will enter comments.



ONLINE ADJUDICATION:

This is intended to streamline VASE, and help jurors move through 

their process more effectively.  Benefits include:

*Adjudicating all who arrive at your door easily.

*No more math.

*Typed comments can be edited more easily.

*No more math.

*Eliminates the need for most data entry, form sorting, form-

finding, etc.

*Did I really say NO MORE MATH???  The computer

does it for you!



Both TAEA and non-TAEA 

members can access the site. 

Access to scoring is only 

viewable on the day of the 

event, only to a juror who is 

added to the event’s juror pool.

Bring your own device, 

charged, with its cord (phone, 

tablet, laptop, etc.) 

taea.org/vase/scoring/



TAEA Members Log in with your 

TAEA Username 

&

Password.

Do this several 

days before the 

VASE meet in 

case of login 

issues.

taea.org/vase/scoring



Non-TAEA Members

Log in with the 

Username &

Password from your 

Juror Training.

Do this several days 

before the VASE meet 

in case of login issues.

taea.org/vase/scoring

Contact Chris Cooper for help if you have trouble logging in: 

chris.cooper@smcisd.net



BEFORE THE INTERVIEW

1. Welcome the student and take the artwork.

2. Verify Entry ID on the Sticker and on the Intent Form before starting

interview, especially if the student has two entries.



JUROR Assignments

Time slots-- Students probably won’t arrive in order; many won’t even 

be on your list, so you will have to enter their Entry ID.

Entry ID-- Double check the Entry ID against the one located on the 

Intent Form attached to the artwork, and on the JRF sticker. 



JUROR Assignments

An entry will not be accessible from the list once a score has been 

saved, except to the Regional Director (or Jury Foreman if Director 

designates). 



JUROR Assignments

Entry not on your list? 

Go to Entry ID on the Navigation Bar to enter the Artwork ID #



JUROR Assignments

Type in Artwork ID #



JUROR Assignments
Entry Reassignment

Proceed to score entry



JUROR Assignments
Alert! Entry already scored; contact Jury Foreperson and/or 

Regional Director (stickers may have been switched) to resolve.  

If needed, Regional Director can reset a score to 0 to let a Juror score an artwork.

This Entry ID has already been scored. Please return to your 

Juror Assignments to score your next entry.



JUROR RATING FORM
Entry ID, Student Name and Title: double check this 

information before beginning the interview.



Student Interview Score      JRF

Radio Button Scoring (you can click only one)

Keeps a running total



Artwork Evaluation Score (same) JRF

Radio Button Scoring

Running total



Total Score:  JRF

Student Interview Total +

Artwork Evaluation Total =

Total Score (running total)

Rating level highlight moves down as points add up.

Rating IV - Advances to Area Judging

1

2

3

4



General Comments & Suggestions     JRF

Two Glows and a Grow (individualize comments; don’t copy/paste)

Minimum of 20 words (Max 100)

Alert! Less than 20 words; re-write!

Comments will be kept in the system until the beginning of the next school year. 



Missing Fields JRF

Alert for missing fields!

Designates which field is missing a score; be sure to click a 

score button. 



One Point Misses JRF

Alert! 

Jurors should try to avoid one point misses.

Shows up when a juror begins to type their name; please consider 

going back to edit score. 



JUROR VIEW (DQ) JRF
No numbers or  

radio buttons appear

Write

comments 

only! 



Signature of Juror        JRF
Type as shown 

Save Rating
No changes will be allowed after a Rating is saved, so make sure 

you are satisfied with your scores & comments before you click.



Verification Number

After saving the JRF, a colored circle containing a verification number 

will appear.  Place the correct colored dot on the back of the artwork, to 

the right of the Entry ID number.

○ Write the verification number on the designated colored dot,

using the provided Sharpie marker.

○ This tells Sorting that the entry has been scored.

○ Green Dot: Rating 4 - goes to Area Judging.

○ Orange Dot: Rating 1, 2, or 3 - returned to teacher artwork stack.

○ Verification number will vary with each entry.

2357 1509



Rating Sticker 2D: one sticker

3D: two stickers

4369



Rating Sticker – DQ

Always Orange;

Be sure to write

“DQ” under the

code number. 4369

DQ



Rating Sticker

2D Artwork - Affix the designated colored dot to the back of artwork 

next to the top right corner of the Student Intent and Identification 

Form. Try to put it partly on the Intent Form tape if possible (it will stick 

better), especially for canvases.

2357 1509

1509
2357



Rating Stickers
Anything in a box!!!

3D Artwork - Affix the designated colored next to both the Student 

Intent and Identification Form AND on the form attached to the box. 

This applies to 2D Artwork with boxes as well.

1509

2357 1509

1509

2357 1509



AREA JUDGING
1. Area Judging will proceed as always.

2. Area Judging begins once Juror Foreperson gets Regional Data.

3. Please be polite and discreet about adjudication.

4. Lead Jurors enter State Qualifiers (Area Scoring) with help from other

Jurors in that Division.

5. Jurors are dismissed once State Artwork is secured.

6. After the event ends, Regional Director releases Juror Forms to 
teachers for printing. 

7. Remember that as a VASE Juror, you are obligated to protect the

student’s privacy by not discussing the adjudication process with 

anyone outside of the event’s Juror Pool, the Jury Foreman, and 

the Regional Director.  Please address any concerns you might 

have about the process with these individuals before the Jurors 

are dismissed.




